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AIG is the perfect fit for owners of high end homes.  
Look to our Private Client Group for sound insurance 
protection, resources to lessen the chance of property 
damage and stellar claims service — all custom-tailored 
for you. AIG can provide coverage that aligns with your 
lifestyle, as follows:

•	 Comprehensive Cover – protecting your home and 
its contents for incidents such as fire, water damage 
from burst pipes, accidental damage, theft, along 
with many other types of loss. 

•	 Specialist cover for art and antiques – provides 
wide cover for your treasured artand antique 
collections, including ‘loss in value’ cover following 
damage.

•	 Worldwide Coverage – no matter where you take 
your home contents, personal effects or jewellery, 
we provide worldwide coverage against all risks 
of loss or damage, including accidental loss and 
mysterious disappearance.

•	 Alternative Accommodation – if you must vacate 
your home due to a claim such as a fire, we will 
provide you with temporary accommodation in 
keeping with your lifestyle, for up to 12 months, 
or until such time as your home is repaired and 
inhabitable.

•	 Protection for secondary properties – if you own 
secondary properties that are rented out to others, 
or used as holiday accommodation, we can provide 
cover under the same policy as your main home. If 
your tenant is unable to occupy your rental property 
due to a claim, we will compensate you with the 
rent lost on that property for up to 12 months.

PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP
Exceptional Insurance for Extraordinary Assets

American Home Assurance Company
JW Marriott, Office Block A, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 40569, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 214-3330, Fax: +971 4 214-2018
www.aig.com

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide propertycasualty and general insurance 
operation of AIG Inc. The products and services are brought to you by American Home 
Assurance Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of AIG Inc. The information and descrip-
tions contained herein are not complete descriptions, but are for general informational 
purposes only. Please refer to the actual policy wording for complete details of the terms 
and conditions. Certain names, words, titles, phrases, logos, icons, graphics or designs may 
constitute trade names, registered or unregistered trade-marks (“Trade-marks”) of AIG Inc. 
used under license by AIG Inc.
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Welcome to 
Emirates Review!

W elcome to the second edition of our new magazine, Emirates Review! The 
culmination once again of our efforts to bring you a magazine covering 

features and analysis relevant to you both in business and at home. 
In this issue, we begin with the Phoenix-like emergence from the flames  

of Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank. We reveal how the bank pulled through the tough 
years to build up the success it’s now enjoying. 

We also paid a fascinating visit to the Dubai Penal and Correctional Institution 
and discovered that some wonderful work is being done on rehabilitating the 
inmates, see page 12. 

To give you food for thought, our expert columnist Robin Amlôt asks whether 
supporters of the GCC Common Currency should heed the current Euro zone 
troubles as a huge warning sign for what can go wrong when very different nations 
share a currency, read more on page 14. 

For any business owner thinking of making the leap into exporting, we’ve 
compiled a beginner’s guide of ‘must knows’ about export finance, page 16. In 
addition, we look at the trends of the Dubai property market as we emerge from 
the financial crisis as well as why expats should make sure they have a valid Will. 
It may be a morbid subject but dying intestate can unleash a Pandora’s box of 
horrors that you or your spouse would struggle to cope with in the unfortunate 
event of an untimely demise. Don’t let it happen to you, see page 28. 

On a lighter note! We encourage you to take this magazine with you on your 
next coffee break and read about the art of brewing Arabic coffee – did you know 
that the journey from humble coffee bean to the world’s most popular beverage 
began right here on the Arabian Peninsula? 

We hope you enjoy this issue of Emirates Review magazine! We welcome your 
comments and suggestions so if you’d like to get in touch, feel free to drop us a 
line at emiratesreview@cpifinancial.net  
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Finance House 
Supports Emirates 
Autism Centre
In an effort to raise public awareness of 
autism, Finance House PJSC (FH), has 
donated a bus to the Emirates Autism 
Centre in Abu Dhabi to help with 
transporting its students.

Mohammed Wassim Khayata, 
Group Chief Operating Officer at 
Finance House, said: “We aim to make 
a positive impact on society through 
ongoing support for charity and non-
profit organisations. The donation of 
this bus is a small gesture from us to 
help children with special needs realise 
their full potential,” Khayata said. 

Emirates Autism Centre is an Abu 
Dhabi-based non-profit organisation 
dedicated to providing autistic children 
with state-of-the-art classrooms 
specifically designed to meet their 
sensory and environmental needs.

Established in 2008 under the 
patronage of HH Sheikh Nahyan Bin 
Mubarak Al Nahyan, the centre schools 
about 50 students. www.emiratesautism.ae

Finance House planning share buyback
Finance House PJSC (FH), has revealed that its board has approved a Share 
Buyback Programme for up to 10 per cent of the company’s issued shares. 
The programme is subject to approval by the Central Bank of the UAE and the 
Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority.

Mohammed Alqubaisi, Chairman of Finance House, said: “FH Board has 
decided to initiate the Share Buyback Program of up to 10 per cent of the 
Company’s shares issued because we believe that there is no better investment 
we can make than in our own future.

“We believe this decision is in the best interests of our shareholders and 
Finance House, and is intended to enhance shareholders value.”

New Arabic-
English app for 
business
Oxford University Press, the 
dictionaries publisher, has 
launched the Oxford Wordpower 

Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English app for iPhone, iPod touch, and 
iPad. The Oxford Wordpower Dictionary includes 50,000 English words, phrases 
and meanings, plus Arabic translations. 

Commercial prospects in Abu Dhabi 
could reach AED 276 billion in 2013

 
Commercial opportunities in Abu 
Dhabi valued at about AED 276 
billion are expected to boost the 
UAE capital’s economy in 2013.

The commercial prospects 
are related to upcoming projects 
across the Emirate’s infrastructure 
including, transport, healthcare, 
education, heavy manufacturing, 
power and water, real estate and 
construction, banking and finance, 
and oil and gas sectors. Sustainability in these areas is a priority for the UAE 
capital and the creation of complete sustainable communities across Abu Dhabi 
is under discussion by the Urban Planning Council.

His Excellency Mohammed Omar Abdulla, Undersecretary, Abu Dhabi 
Department of Economic Development (ADDED) said, “The development of the 
projects industry is a major component of our long-term economic vision.”

A report recently published by ADDED called Economic Horizons of Abu Dhabi 
2012-2016 states that the emirate’s economy is undergoing a new phase of progress 
as it diversifies in line with the strategic Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030.

By 2016, the estimates that the GDP will reach 6.5 per cent in 2016 as 
private sector investments continue to grow after fulfilling the infrastructure in 
free zones and other areas in the emirate. 

Abu Dhabi’s future looks bright.
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Consumer confidence for 2013
The latest Middle East and North Africa Consumer 
Confidence Index Survey, conducted by Bayt.com and 
YouGov, shows that the current situation for residents 
across the region is little improved, compared to last 
year. However, in the UAE respondents are a little more 
optimistic for the year to come. 

Consumer confidence in the region has suffered over the 
last couple of years but there are now definite signs of a pick-up 
in the UAE. Looking to 2013, almost half of survey respondents 
in the UAE (49 per cent) believe that their personal financial 
situation will improve, and 47 per cent have similar hopes for 
the UAE’s economy. The majority (52 per cent) also believe 
that business conditions will follow suit, while 37 per cent are 
optimistic for the availability of jobs.

‘Doing business’ gets better!
The ease of doing business in the UAE continues to 
improve! According to the World Bank’s Doing Business 
2013, the UAE climbed three places to rank 26th in the 
world overall. In fact the UAE’s standing held firm or 
improved in all but two of the World Bank’s 10 measures. 
Notably, in the ease of starting a business the UAE 
charged up the rankings an impressive 24 places to rank 
at 22nd in the world. On this measure, the UAE is far 
ahead of its regional peers, with its nearest competitor 
being Oman, ranked 73rd. It will also probably come as 
no surprise that the UAE is number one in the region and 
number five in the world when it comes to cross-border 
trade! A full report on the UAE economy’s business 
performance may be found at www.doingbusiness.org.

Etihad Airways breaks ground 
on training centre extension
Etihad Airways Chief Operations Officer, Captain Richard Hill, 
has turned the first sod to mark the construction of a $15.3 
million extension to the airline’s Flight Training Centre at its 
Abu Dhabi headquarters. 

The expanded facility will be one of the best in the world 
when completed in November 2013. Etihad Airways will install 
flight simulators for the Airbus A380, A350 and the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner in the expanded facility.  The UAE flag carrier has 
more than 90 aircraft on firm order with Airbus and Boeing, 
and to match this fleet growth, has plans to recruit 1,000 pilots 
and 9,000 cabin crew by 2020.

Insurance House opens branch 
in Al Samha
In line with its branch expansion strategy, Insurance House has 
opened a new branch in Al Samha.  Mohammed Othman, General 
Manager of Insurance House, said: “At Insurance House, we are 
committed to our set branch expansion strategy. The opening of this 
branch in Al Samha comes in line with the Abu Dhabi Economic 
Vision for 2030 that aims to expand economic diversification across 
the emirate, initiated with the opening of Khalifa Industrial Zone Abu 
Dhabi (KIZAD) and the Khalifa Port which will boost the industrial 
and economic cycle of Abu Dhabi and shift major part of industrial 
business to this area of the capital.”
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MENA shines amid global gloom
Once again the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) has ‘downgraded’ the 
expected performance of the global 
economy in its latest World Economic 
Outlook. But the IMF continues to 
expect the MENA region to outperform, 
forecasting growth of 5.25 per cent 
for 2012 for the region as a whole and 
growth of 4.0 per cent for the economy 
of the United Arab Emirates – that’s 
a full percentage point higher than 
the estimate given by UAE Economic 
Minister Sultan bin Saeed al-Mansouri 

in June when he predicted the UAE to grow around 3.0 per cent for 2012.
What’s behind the healthier outlook for the region and for the UAE? Higher 

oil receipts have fuelled growth notably in the GCC, from housing construction in 
Saudi Arabia and infrastructure in Qatar and Abu Dhabi, to oil-sector expansion in 
most of the GCC. Dubai, although not a major oil producer itself, is benefiting from 
spillovers from its oil-rich neighbours.

Standard Chartered Bank’s economist Shady Shaher, “The UAE economy 
performed well so far in 2012, supported in the first three quarters by the strength 
of Dubai’s non-oil sectors (trade, tourism, and services), a pick-up in spending 
on non-oil projects in Abu Dhabi, and healthy output in the hydrocarbon sector. 
Strong oil prices for most of 2012 also played a significant role in driving a healthy 
economic climate for the UAE, with Abu Dhabi benefiting directly from higher 
revenues and increased non-oil infrastructure spending, and Dubai’s non-oil 
sector’s benefiting from a regional spending boom.”

The attraction of 
regional equities
Economic turmoil around the 
world has served to underline the 
attractions of the regional equity 
markets. Invest AD notes that 
monetary easing by the United States 
and the European Central Bank’s 
decision to buy bonds of troubled 
Euro zone countries has buoyed 
most GCC markets, although the 
impact on Saudi Arabian stocks has 
been relatively muted. Investors 
in the Saudi market have been 
more focused on investigations into 
suspected market abuse cases but it 
should recover as the focus switches 
to the strong domestic economy. The 
Saudi banking sector is performing 
well, with banks registering loan 
growth of around 16 per cent this year.

Sentiment is strengthening in 
the UAE, with many investors seeing 
the market as the region’s main 
beneficiary of a switch to a global 
risk-on environment. Re-inflation of 
the real estate sector appears to be 
underway. Trade and tourism in the 
UAE are also strong, with tourism 
increasing six per cent during the 
first half of the year, while exports 
and re-exports rose 13 per cent and 
air cargo expanded 5.6 per cent. 
Investors are now looking to further 
market triggers, such as more news 
on the proposed merger of Abu 
Dhabi developers Sorouh and Aldar. 

Aluminium  
loses its lustre
The latest Natixis 
Quarterly Metals Review 
warns the aluminium market 
remains in chronic oversupply, 
as anticipated cutbacks have largely 
failed to materialise and new capacity 
continues to come on-stream in China and the 
Middle East.  

In the GCC, In Qatar, Qatalum’s plant in Mesaieed was due to ramp 
up to 585,000tpy capacity (from 450,000tpy) in 2012. In Saudi Arabia, Ma’aden’s 
740,000tpy Az Zabirah smelter is expected to commence operations in 2013, to 
be followed in 2014 by a bauxite mine and alumina refinery. In the UAE, EMAL’s 
plant in Abu Dhabi is expected to ramp up (from 700,000tpy) to 850,000tpy in 
2013, before reaching 1.4mn tpy by 2014. In Bahrain, Alba will add a 400,000tpy 
potline to bring capacity up to 1.3mn tpy by 2015.

With stockpiles having accumulated further in 2012, said Natixis, it is difficult to 
see aluminium prices making any significant gains in 2013. The firm is forecasting 
that average aluminium prices will push up to just $2,190/tonne this year.
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Oil’s well or not?
Oil supply expanded at an annual rate of 3.2 per cent during the first half of 2012 – 
on average by 2.4 million barrels a day (mbd) – more than double the growth rate 
during 2011. Since then, supply has moderated. On the other side of the equation, 
demand growth was flat during the first half of 2012 in comparison to first half 2011, 
contributing to the easing in crude oil prices, particularly toward the end of 2012. 
Of the major economies, demand was up only in Japan – reflecting the use of 
oil for power generation after nuclear production was halted in the wake of the 
Fukushima disaster. Japanese demand is expected to remain high despite the 
restart of two nuclear plants during July 2012, given the country’s recent decision 
to phase out nuclear power by 2040.

So where does that leave the oil price for this year and next. Well, the great thing 
about forecasts is that you can change them! Take a look at what the price forecasters 
were saying at the start of the summer when the oil price had fallen. They were all 
revising their price forecasts for 2013 downwards. Come the end of Ramadan and into 
September, they were all, as the oil price rose again, dutifully reforecasting higher 
prices in 2013! In very broad terms it is safe to say that crude oil is likely to continue 
trading at more than $100/barrel for this year.

Salaries on the rise in 2013?
 

Average salaries across the GCC are projected to rise by 5.4 per cent in 2013. 
Human resources consultancy Aon Hewitt has published its annual Middle East 
Salary Increase Survey, which suggests that pay is on the up around the region 
but in the UAE will rise by fractionally less, around 5.1 per cent.

 Of course, that doesn’t mean everybody will be getting a pay rise although 
the report also highlights that fewer organisations in the Middle East are 
thinking about salary freezes. Only 1.3 per cent of organisations in UAE have 
projected a salary freeze in 2013 compared to 4.1 per cent in 2012. That’s a 
trend that is almost region-wide; the exception is Qatar where at least eight 
per cent of organisations are projecting a salary freeze in 2013, almost four 
times as many as held salaries unchanged in 2012. Aon Hewitt suggests the 
reason behind this is the massive salary increase that was given to Qatari 
nationals in 2011, with many organisations now trying to hold salaries down to 
improve their competitiveness.

Gold rallies as 
dollar falls
After an 11 per cent slide between 
February and August, hitting lows 
of $1,542/oz, gold prices started 
rising again in mid-August as 
the market began to anticipate 
a third round of quantitative 
easing (simply, more money being 
printed) from the US central 
bank, the Federal Reserve. 
In the aftermath of the Fed’s 
announcement in September 
that it would indeed be buying 
$40 billion-worth of mortgage-
backed securities per month, 
thus injecting cash into the US 
economy, until the US labour 
market improved, the gold price 
reached a high of $1,777/oz in  
late-September. 

With the gold market correctly 
anticipated this third round of 
‘quantitative easing’ (QE3), you 
may well be wondering if QE3 
will offer any further boost to the 
gold price or, indeed, whether 
there are any other factors that 
will move the price higher. The 
big question to be resolved is 
what is going to happen in the 
US economy – and that will 
depend on the outcome of the 
US elections – not just for the 
Presidency but also the kind of 
Congress the duly re-elected 
President will have to argue with!
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INFOCUS: ADCB

In the aftermath of the Global Economic 
downturn, few parts of the world were 

left unaffected. This part of the world 
was no exception; the region experienced 
borrower defaults and reduced demand 
for loans, this inevitably affected the 
banking sector in particular. In order to 
overcome the challenges of this downturn, 
ADCB revised its strategy, it became 
more prudent and bolstered its internal 
systems to guarantee future growth and 
development in its business. The bank 
identified a number of strategic pillars 

The turnaround 
of ADCB

to achieve this goal; growth through a 
UAE-Centric approach and controlled 
‘internationalisation’, sustainability 
through liability growth, maintaining a 
culture of service excellence and efficiently 
managing ADCB’s risks in line with a 
predefined risk strategy. As well, the bank 
also focused its efforts on attracting, 
developing and retaining the best talent 
with incentives aligned with its strategic 
objectives. It is the strength of ADCB’s 
business strategy that has facilitated “the 
turnaround” in its operation. 

Financial performance 
ADCB is now stronger than ever before 
and since 2008 it has exceeded market 
expectations.  In 2011, the bank posted 
a net profit of AED 3.045 billion which 
was a significant increase from AED 
391 million a year earlier. Its capital 
adequacy strengthened considerably 
in conjunction with improvements 
in liquidity and overall asset quality 
and disciplined cost management. 
This prompted a ratings upgrade by 
Standard and Poor’s to A/A-1. The bank 
made significant progress throughout 
2012, reporting record revenues and 
operating profit for the third quarter. 
Operating income and operating profit 
before impairment allowances for the 
first nine months of 2012 increased 12 
per cent and 17 per cent respectively 
over the corresponding period in 
2011. ADCB also received recognition 
internationally for the strength of its 
business strategy, having recently won 
‘Bank of the Year UAE’ award at the 
Banker Awards in London. Looking 
ahead, the bank’s management hope to 
build on the solid gains of recent years 
with the aim of delivering long-term 
sustainable growth for its shareholders. 

Corporate governance 
ADCB has demonstrated that it believes 
in setting measurable objectives 
that are achieved in a responsible 
manner. The bank’s leaders consider 
it their duty to protect the interests of 
shareholders as well as the broader 
community in all its business dealings. 
Winning the Hawkamah Corporate 
Governance Award this year was a 
great recognition of its efforts in this 
area. As one of the most established 
banks in the UAE, ADCB has a role 
to play in setting the benchmark 
for standards in the industry. It also 
helps that the entire team at ADCB 
is committed to working towards 
achieving the highest levels of 
corporate governance. 

A look at how Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank the bank has pulled itself 
through the tough years to build up the success it’s now enjoying.
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The bank has seen a great deal of 
change and has contributed positively 
to this change. An example of this is 
its response to the UAE Central Bank 
Directive on retail banking fees and 
charges, ADCB went a step further 
by introducing ‘Free Banking’ and 
removing charges for a wide range 
of personal banking services. This 
pioneering move has underlined its 
pledge to be a socially responsible 
bank, focusing its efforts on benefitting 
its community. 

ADCB has continued to gain 
widespread recognition for its leading 
market position in the UAE and for 
our regional leadership especially in 
corporate governance. It will no doubt 
continue to take advantage of the 
improvements in the regional economic 
climate to build a stronger and more 
resilient ADCB, in line with its long 
term strategy.

Islamic banking
ADCB has cause to be very proud of 
what it has achieved in Islamic Banking. 
Its Islamic Banking offering has grown 

exponentially to now offer both Islamic 
and conventional products and services. 
Islamic Banking is now one of the 
bank’s most important segments. 
Overall growth in the Islamic Business 
has been encouraging, accounting for 
much of the year’s expansion in retail, 
SME and Corporate Banking. 

Retail
Through the acquisition of Royal 
Bank of Scotland, ADCB were able 
to expand and solidify its retail 
business. Through the acquisition of 
an international bank’s retail banking 
franchise the bank was able to add 
significant scale and momentum to 
its consumer banking business. Two 
years on, Royal Bank of Scotland 
customers have been fully integrated 
into ADCB, this addition has now 
positioned ADCB as a retail banking 
powerhouse in the market. 

Outlook
As one of the most established banks 
in the UAE, ADCB plays a leading 
role in the sustainable development 
and transformation of the Emirate’s 
economy. The bank’s leaders fully 
support the rulers of the UAE, His 
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, President of the UAE and Ruler 
of Abu Dhabi, and His Highness Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 
Prince of Abu Dhabi, Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces 
and Chairman of the Abu Dhabi 
Executive Council, and the Government 
of Abu Dhabi in achieving this goal. 
The Government has done its part by 
articulating its vision and putting money 
and energy behind the plan, so it is 
imperative that local banks also support 
these efforts. As ADCB looks ahead, 
it will continue to take advantage of 
improvements in the domestic economy 
and follow its five year business strategy 
for building a stronger and more 
resilient ADCB. 

Since 2009 ADCB has been successfully 
guided back to robust profits with 
double-digit operating profit growth 
every year for the last three years, 
regularly reporting record revenues and 
operating profits.

The bank has also improved its 
funding base, increasing customer 
deposits as a base for future loan growth. 
ADCB is well-capitalised and the bank 
has demonstrated continued growth in its 
core banking business activities, including 
the development of an impressive suite 
of products targeting the SME market-
place. Its turnaround strategy has 
resulted in driving down cost of funds 
while improving both margins and the 
bank’s cost to income ratio.

ADCB is one of the largest banks in 
the UAE. It has created a strong brand 
and a leading retail and corporate 
franchise, building on a refocused 
UAE-centric business strategy, under 
which the bank took over the retail 
banking business of The Royal Bank 
of Scotland in the UAE in 2010. It is 
also reflected in record growth in 
the number of new bank accounts 
processed by ADCB in 2012. 

The bank’s solid performance has 
been recognised with the receipt of 
numerous awards, including being 
named best bank in the UAE in two 
separate ceremonies in 2012 as well 
as receiving the Hawkamah Bank 
Corporate Governance award.

THE UPTURN 
OF ADCB
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INFOCUS: Life in Dubai prison

P rison is one of those words to 
which people have an immediate, 

emotional response. It is universally 
known as a place you don’t want to go, 
a place were bad people are punished 
and, thanks to countless prison movies, 
where barbaric practices are played out 
on the weakest, it’s a place where only 
the strongest survive… or so my cinema-
addled brain presumed.

If you drive up the road to Hatta, 
you will see signs for Dubai’s Penal and 
Correctional Institution, this is Dubai’s 
central prison, home to 3,000 men 

Rehabilitation  
in Dubai’s prison

What’s life like for inmates of Dubai’s Penal and Correctional 
Institution? Andy Scott gets the inside story.

found guilty of crimes ranging from 
white collar deeds to incidents of the 
darkest hue and as a result some are 
never expecting to leave. There is also 
a separate prison for women that I did 
not visit. I was here to report on what 
life was like for inmates of the men’s 
prison and, on entering the facility, I 
was immediately struck by the quiet 
and sense of calm. Yes, security was 
obvious but it was not overt and the 
manicured, landscaped gardens that 
separate the different blocks added 
to the tranquil feel. The prison was 

opened six years ago after the facility in 
Jumeirah was closed down and it still 
holds the veneer of new build (I did not 
go into the cells but I was assured by a 
prisoner they were “clean”).

Self respect and rehabilitation
In line with the vision of HH Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
the emphasis at Dubai’s Penal and 
Correctional Institution is on the 
rehabilitation of offenders, so they can be 
reintegrated as fully functioning members 
of society. It is a modern approach that 
recognises that stripping inmates of 
humanity through ill-treatment or neglect 
does not serve the greater good.

Among the many programmes 
implemented at the prison that are 
aligned to the vision of His Highness are 
a craft project, the Quran initiative as 
well as education and sports facilities 
such as basketball courts, a library and a 
computer lab. Activities include a World 
Cup tournament for inmates.

The Quran initiative is part of another 
scheme of HH Sheikh Mohammed, the 

  THE PROGRAMME HELPS MAKE 
THE INMATES’ LIVES WORTH LIVING 
AND THE CONDITIONS OF CAPTIVITY 
MORE BEARABLE 

Large wooden chests with intricate brass inlay are amongst the crafts produced by prison inmates.
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INFOCUS: Life in Dubai prison

annual Dubai International Holy Quran 
Award. Sponsored by His Highness, the 
programme encourages memorisation of 
the Holy Quran to instill religious values 
and awards are given to people who 
memorise and recite the Quran. 

For prisoners, it means a chance 
to reduce their sentence: Those who 
memorise the entire Holy Quran will have 
their jail term reduced by 15 years; 10 
years for those who learn 20 chapters; 
five years for memorising 10 chapters; 
and one year for learning five chapters. 

Pride and confidence
Another initiative that makes Dubai’s 
penal system unique is its craft project. 
About 155 prisoners work from 07.30am 
to 12.30pm earning a monthly wage of 
AED 200 through making crafts from 
large wooden chests with intricate brass 
inlays to minute jewellery boxes, garden 
benches seating from two to twenty, and 
tissue box covers.

These crafts are sold around the 
region, as far away as Oman, to private 
clients on special order as well as to 
corporate clients. One of the prison’s 
corporate customers is Finance House, 
which buys the high quality hand-made 
crafts to gift to its clients.

The profits made from selling the 
crafts are used to pay the wages of 

Saving grace
While only a brief visitor to the prison, 
I saw that the programme helps make 
the inmates’ lives worth living and the 
conditions of captivity more bearable.

Perhaps the biggest challenge 
of imprisonment is ‘normalisation’ 
– providing experiences in long term 
custody which enable prisoners to live 
something resembling a normal life 
in order to avoid institutionalisation. 
It appears that Dubai has found the 
balance between incarceration of the 
body and liberation of the mind.

Whether it be an American with two 
years done seven ahead; a Jordanian 
with 10 years done three ahead; or a 
Pakistani on death row with seventeen 
years done, who knows what’s ahead, 
each inmate talked passionately about 
his work and how the Craft Section gave 
his life a purpose.

I left the prison feeling positive 
about a civilised society that offers 
those that have transgressed the 
opportunity to become part of a 
productive community that co-operates 
and cares about their existence. 

inmates via a bank debit card, which 
gives them the self-esteem derived 
from financial independence. Such 
are the benefits of the scheme that an 
extra 160 inmates have been enrolled 
on the programme. A large proportion 
of the prisoners in the section are 
lifers, men who have taken the life of 
another and are working their time to 
earn the blood money that has to be 
paid before they leave. 

The men produce carpentry of the 
highest quality. Pride of place in the 
middle of the workshop is a three metre 
long wooden dhow, a private commission 
to be used as a buffet table. The dhow’s 
creator had been an engineer before his 
life took a different turn. Inside prison he 
has learned English, given up smoking 
and uses his skills to repair and maintain 
the tools of the carpentry trade. He has 
an ebullience and outlook that would  
give any workplace anywhere a  
positive charge.

Also clear is the lack of tension, 
oppression or apprehension in the work 
space that is the outcome of the mutual 
respect between officers and inmates.

  I LEFT THE PRISON FEELING POSITIVE ABOUT A CIVILISED SOCIETY THAT 
OFFERS THOSE THAT HAVE TRANSGRESSED THE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME 
PART OF A PRODUCTIVE COMMUNITY THAT CO-OPERATES AND CARES ABOUT 
THEIR EXISTENCE 
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There are two examples of how a 
common currency can work (or 

not work) that we may cite. The most 
immediately striking is, of course, the 
Euro. This we may take as an example 
of a dysfunctional common currency. 

The second example? You may be 
surprised to realise is it in fact the 
US dollar. Look back at the economic 
history of the US and you’ll realise 
that it was not always a given that 
what we now regard as a stumbling 
economic superpower was actually 
going to manage with a single currency 
– the fractious relations between the 
founding fathers of the union in the 18th 
century and, indeed, the civil war in 
the 19th century may lay testament to 
that. Note that it will only be next year 
that the US central bank, the Federal 
Reserve, celebrates its 100th birthday.

Nevertheless the dollar is a 
successful common currency across 
the fifty states and federal district of 
the US. Why does the dollar ‘work’ as a 
common currency and why has the Euro 
stumbled? What do they have in common 
and what is the key difference that has 
left many economies in Europe basket 

cases? What are the relevant 
lessons that may be drawn 
for countries in the 
GCC contemplating 
a single currency in 
this region?

Let’s start with what 
the US and Europe have in 
common – a massive ‘internal’ 
market. Does this exist in  
the GCC? 

The answer here is plainly ‘No’ – 
intra-GCC trade is limited – what the 
economies of the GCC have most in 
common is a single export commodity 
– oil – that is priced on the global 
markets in dollars, which is the reason 
why five out of the six GCC nations peg 
their currencies to the dollar.

In fact, this peg has already, in 
past years, demonstrated one of the 
drawbacks of a single currency with 
GCC countries’ monetary policies 
often being dictated by what happens 
to the US currency. What may make 
sense as a course of action to US 
policymakers and for the US economy 
is not necessarily what is best for the 
economies of the GCC.

Robin Amlôt poses the awkward questions that enthusiasts need 
to address...

Is a common 
currency truly an 
imperative?

Comparing our two existing 
examples of currency unions, the key 
difference between the US and Europe 
is simply that one is a political union 
and the other is not. Does monetary 
union make sense and can it work 
without a political union as well? Is this 
desirable for the countries of the GCC?

The ‘political’ issue may still be 
couched in economic terms. For 
monetary union to succeed, the 
examples of the US and Europe before 

Robin Amlôt, Managing Editor - CPI Financial
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us would appear to suggest that what 
is needed is fiscal union as well as 
monetary union. In other words, control 
of government spending and funding 
needs to be centralised alongside 
control of monetary policy. 

This was not the case in Europe 
otherwise the Euro zone would not 
be the ‘failing’ monetary union we 
now see. I do not mean that the Euro 
itself will collapse. It is still even 
possible that there will be no ‘exits’ 
from the single currency by any of the 
troubled southern European states. 
Nevertheless the Euro has clearly 
not delivered the economic benefits 
that it was supposed to provide to the 
members of the European Union.

monetary union by itself would bring 
about convergence is, with the example 
of Europe before us, patently not true.

What Europe does show is the 
inherent rigidity of a single currency 
with a transfer of wealth from the 
successful to those in need of subsidy 
that would appear to be almost an 
open-ended commitment – is there 
political will on the part of those who 
may find themselves in the latter 
category to bow to the rules of  
the former? 

What has happened to the Euro 
was described to me by one senior 
banker in the UAE as ‘a great gift to 
the GCC! We were rushing blindly to a 
common currency but now it is clear 
before a common currency you need 
to standardise financial systems and 
fiscal policies’. Is this achievable? If it is 
achievable, is it even desirable?

While there is no doubt that the 
GCC would be a major economic force 
as a single currency bloc, whose hands 
would be on the levers of power? That 

  THAT MONETARY UNION BY ITSELF WOULD BRING ABOUT CONVERGENCE IS, 
WITH THE EXAMPLE OF EUROPE BEFORE US, PATENTLY NOT TRUE 
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1. What is export finance?
In a nutshell, export financing helps 
companies offer their products in 
overseas’ markets.

Let’s break that down. When you sell 
a product and ship it overseas, it takes 
longer to get paid than it would if you 
were selling to someone in your own city. 

Obviously, you the seller and exporter 
want to get paid as quickly as possible, 
while your buyers don’t want to pay for 
your goods until they receive them safe 
and sound. This is true in domestic as 
well as international markets. 

Of course, you could avoid all the 
risks associated with exporting by 

Is it time to sell your product overseas? Taking the first step towards exporting can be daunting, even 
for established companies but if you feel the time is right for your business to go abroad, here’s the 
lowdown on export finance…

5 things you need to know 
about export finance

staying home but that’s not going to grow 
your business nor give you access to 
potentially lucrative overseas’ markets. 

However, you’re not the only one 
going after the overseas customer. 
Increasing globalisation has created 
major competition for export markets 
and winning an order often depends 
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on the exporter’s ability to offer flexible 
payment terms to buyers – that’s why you 
need export finance.

2. What flexible payment terms
are standard?
Buyers mainly require time to pay. Most 
buyers these days need credit from 
their suppliers. For example, a buyer 
might be unwilling to place an export 
order unless it is allowed to pay for the 
goods or services only when they have 
been delivered. This means that you, 
the exporter, have to offer credit for 30, 
60 or 90 days, or however long it takes 
for the goods to arrive, before the  
buyer will pay and the exporter will 
receive payment. 

3. What are the risks of offering 
credit to my overseas buyers?
An exporter giving credit to its buyer 
faces several particular problems. First, 
it has to wait for its money; this affects 
its cash-flow and weak cash flow is the 
single greatest challenge to businesses, 
especially in a recession. By entering the 
export market, you’re exposing yourself 
to delayed repayment and bad debt. 
Extending credit to the wrong customers 
could jeopardise your financial security 
and calling in debts in a foreign 
jurisdiction may be far from simple.

Second, you’re exposed to the risk 
that the buyer won’t or can’t pay for the 
exports; for example, between the time 
the exporter ships the goods and them 
arriving at the buyer’s premises, the 
buyer may have gone bankrupt and be 
unable to pay. This could then lead to the 
exporter becoming insolvent if it involved 
a large sum of money. 

In addition to these credit risks, 
exporters also need to be wary of 
suffering losses through deterioration 
in foreign exchange rates – if the 
currency markets move against you, 
you could end with a substantially 
smaller sum in Dirhams than you 
originally expected to get.

4. How does export finance help 
with these risks?
Export finance may be classified into two 
types; pre-shipment finance and post-
shipment finance. Basically the point 
separating the two types of finances 
is related to whether the financial 
assistance is granted to an exporter prior 
to or after the shipment of the goods.

Pre-shipment is also referred as 
‘packing credit’. It is working capital 
finance provided by banks to the exporter 
before shipment of goods. Such finance 
is extended to an exporter for procuring 
raw materials, processing, packing, 
transporting, warehousing of goods 
meant for exports.

Post shipment finance is provided 
to meet working capital requirements 
after the shipment of goods. It bridges 
the financial gap between the date 
of shipment and receipt of payment 
from the overseas buyer. It’s used for 
expenses such as paying to agents/
distributors for their services; paying 
for publicity and advertising in the 
overseas markets; paying port 
authorities, customs and shipping 
agents charges, and so on. Methods of 

For more information, go to www.fh.ae

post-shipment finance include Letters 
of Credit, Documentary Collections and 
Trade Bills.

5. Where can I get export  
finance from?
Exporters may go to their bank or to 
specialist financial organisations to help 
them get finance, and to credit insurers 
to get insurance against the risk of not 
being paid. Export financing includes 
loans/facilities provided by banks for 
pre-shipment and post-shipment. Many 
banks will be able to offer post-shipment 
finance and a few banks might help in 
parts of pre-shipment finance (Packing 
Credit). As an example, the Abu Dhabi-
based Finance House PJSC Trade Finance 
team helps exporters find solutions for 
their specific situations. Services include:
• Export Letters of Credit and 

Confirmation thereof
• Pre-Shipment Export Financing
• Negotiation of Documents
• Export Bills for Collection   
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Q. How would you describe  
the performance of GCC  
markets in 2012? 
Mahdi Mattar: “Most GCC markets 
delivered a lacklustre performance in 
2012, with indices hovering around the 
flat line mark. This is despite starting 
the year relatively strongly, with indices 
registering strong gains. As the global 
crisis escalated however, the regional 
rally lost steam and most markets gave 
up their gains towards the end of the 
second quarter. The two main exceptions 
were the UAE and Egyptian markets, 
where local catalysts were able to sustain 
the positive market performance. 

“In the case of Egypt, the resolution 
of key political developments (successful 
election, power transfer to the 
presidency, financial support from 
the International Monetary Fund and 
neighbouring Arab countries…) removed 
uncertainties that were weighing on 
investors’ confidence and resulted in an 
impressive rally of +55 per cent towards 
end of November. However we are 
closely monitoring the recent political 
developments and their negative impact 
on the Egyptian market. 

“Closer to home, the UAE equity 
markets benefited from positive local 
economic developments including 

Regional markets have had a mixed performance in 2012, with the 
exception of Egypt and the UAE, we spoke to Dr. Mahdi Mattar, 
CEO of FH Capital (Finance House), for his views and predictions

further resolution of debt issues of 
government-related entities, economic 
recovery across various sectors, record-
breaking tourism and trade numbers. 

“In particular, the perceived new 
shoots of a revival in some parts of the 
real estate market (mainly prime Dubai 
real estate), boosted investor confidence 
in the economy in general and real estate 
stocks in particular. Dubai’s residential 
real estate, retail and hospitality markets 
performed better than expected. 

Market wrap

YTD PERFORMANCE OF GCC 
AND KEY GLOBAL INDICES*

Dr. Mahdi Mattar, CEO of FH Capital (Finance House)

* As of end of November 2012.

“This revival in the Dubai real estate 
sector also pushed up banking stocks, 
as any improvement in the real estate 
sector would ameliorate the balance 
sheet of all UAE banks both directly 
and indirectly.

“Another important factor that 
benefits the UAE markets is the 
corresponding improvement in local 
investors’ confidence. Those investors 
are seeing indicators that point to a 
clear recovery in the UAE economy.”
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but credit growth will still be negatively 
affected. However, most importantly 
for GCC countries is the demand for 
oil (and thus prices), which will fall if 
conditions in the Euro zone worsen and 
the global economy slows down more 
than expected.”

Q. What are the main risks to this 
recovery? And how troubles in the 
Euro zone and the global economy 
affect the GCC region?
Mahdi Mattar: “There are three main 
risks that are and will continue to 
weigh on investors’ minds in the near 
future, first, how the ongoing European 
sovereign crisis will unfold. Second, 
the slowdown in emerging economies, 
particularly China. And finally, what 
will become of the US in the wake 
of the so-called fiscal cliff, namely a 
series of planned tax increases and 
public spending cuts scheduled for 31 
December 2012.

“The GCC is not immune from the 
fallout of the Euro zone and the slowing 
global economy. The primary channels 
through which a recession in the Euro 
zone will impact the GCC region are 
deterioration in world trade; a drop in 
capital flows, and falls in commodity 
prices (and the resulting deterioration 
in investors’ confidence). 

“Lending by Euro zone financial 
institutions in the region exposes 
GCC countries to the deleveraging in 
Europe. This funding gap is being filled 
by domestic banks and capital markets 

YTD MOVEMENT IN SELECT INDICES* 
(REBASED TO 100)
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  THE RECOVERY OF THE UAE MARKETS IN THE FIRST HALF OF 2012, 
WHILE DRIVEN BY ECONOMIC UPTURN, IS BACKED BY STRONG FINANCIAL 
FUNDAMENTALS 

Q. What is your prediction for  
the region?
Mahdi Mattar: “Ongoing negative 
news from global markets will 
continue to act as headwinds to the 
recovery in our markets, whether this 
is Euro zone stumbles, US fiscal  
cliff issues, or a slowdown in 
emerging markets. 

“However, assuming there 
are no major Black Swan events 
on the global front (an optimistic 
assumption, according to some), we 
believe that positive local catalysts 
will overshadow the negative global 
economic news, at least in the  
UAE markets. 

“The recovery of the UAE markets 
in the first half of 2012, while driven 
by economic upturn, is backed by 
strong financial fundamentals. When 
compared to other emerging markets, 
our markets continue to trade at a 
discount to its peers; a discount that is 
no longer justified given the economic 
recovery and the listed companies’ 
expected earnings growth.” 

Trouble ahead: The GCC is slowly but surely navigating the stormy seas of the financial crisis.

* As of end of November 2012.
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The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is 
arguably the birthplace of modern 

Islamic banking, being home to the 
world’s first fully fledged Islamic bank, 
Dubai Islamic Bank, which opened 
its doors in 1975. In recent years, the 
industry has seen unabated growth; 
the industry is now valued at $1 trillion, 
with more than 600 Islamic financial 
institutions operating in more than  
75 countries. 

In the MENA region, Islamic 

banking assets reached $416 billion in 
2010, representing a cumulative annual 
growth rate of 20 per cent over five 
years, compared with less than nine 
per cent for conventional banks. Total 
assets and liabilities of Islamic banks 
in the UAE reached $75 billion at the 
end of 2011.

Rating agency Standard & Poor’s 
expects the global Islamic finance 
industry to grow 20 per cent over 2011-
2015, doubling in size over the period.

Islamic finance is an important part of the UAE’s economic 
history, and is set to play a crucial role in building its future 

Arabian might
The UAE’s Islamic banks have played 
no small part in the industry’s 
phenomenal growth. In fact, the 
UAE’s Islamic financial services 
sector represented 30 per cent of the 
global Islamic banking industry in 2011, 
according to a report from Abu Dhabi 
Islamic Bank. The report showed that 
Islamic banks have played a major 
role in financing UAE infrastructure 
projects, residential properties for 
UAE nationals and the development 
of the human capital market through 
training of national talent. 

Against this backdrop, Islamic 
Finance House (IFH) was launched in Abu 
Dhabi as part of Finance House Group’s 
commitment to provide all financial 
services to all segments. The aim of 
Islamic Finance House is to provide the 
same high quality and innovative services 
as the leading Islamic financial institutions.

Established as a Private Joint Stock 
Company, licensed by the Central 
Bank of the UAE, Islamic Finance 
House is supervised and regulated by a 

Islamic finance 
on the rise

Trad Al-Mahmoud CEO of ADIB surrounded by Eisa Alqubaisi Chairman of Islamic Finance House and Mohammed Alqubaisi Vice Chairman of Islamic Finance House.
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highly qualified and accredited Shari’a 
Supervisory Board, appointed from the 
world’s most renowned Shari’a scholars.

Stiff competition
Of course, any new Islamic finance 
institution in the UAE is facing tough 
competition. There are currently eight 
Islamic banks with some 260 branches 
throughout the UAE. The UAE’s Islamic 
financial market is considered the most 
competitive in the Gulf region, due to the 
number of Islamic banks and Shari’a-
compliant financing companies.

However, according to the latest 
reports, what’s missing from the Islamic 
finance market is a personalised and 
tailored approach for UAE businesses 
and business owners through strictly 
Shari’a-compliant products and services.

According to the global 
management consulting firm A.T. 
Kearney, Islamic banks can stave off 
the competition and exploit the Islamic 
niche by offering a unique and superior 
customer experience as well as 
groundbreaking products.

This is something that Islamic 
Finance House is keen to offer its 
clients and was the motivation for the 
recent opening of its new main branch 
in Abu Dhabi in November. 

Committing to grow across the UAE 
and serve customers seeking Shari’a-
compliant financial services through a 
wide and diversified portfolio of Shari’a-
compliant products, Islamic Finance 
House provides Shari’a-compliant 
financial products for businesses and 
business owners, seeking personalised 
services and products that serve the 
growth of their businesses.

Moreover, a professional team is 
devoted to help retail customers fulfill 
their financial needs through Shari’a-
compliant products. 

Taking on the world
With western banks shying away 
from big deals and the financial crisis 

drying up credit in the west, Islamic 
financing is becoming an increasingly 
appealing option for corporations in 
need of funding. Islamic Finance House 
believes demand for quality Shari’a-
compliant products will only grow 
in the UAE, where Islamic finance is 
due to play a major role in financing 
infrastructure projects, residential 
properties and corporate expansion. 

In 2012, the market saw Emirates, 
Dubai’s government-owned airline, 
tapping UAE Islamic banks for a $517 
million Shari’a-compliant loan to buy 
three new aircraft. Last year, the Gulf 

For more information, go to www.ifh.ae

 UAE’S ISLAMIC FINANCIAL 
SERVICES SECTOR REPRESENTED 30 
PER CENT OF THE GLOBAL ISLAMIC 
BANKING INDUSTRY IN 2011 

Arab carrier said that it was eyeing 
the more resilient Islamic finance 
market to fund aircraft deliveries, as 
international banks backed out of  
plane deals because of the Euro zone  
debt crisis.   

Similarly, more businesses are 
bypassing frozen western credit 
markets by raising funds through 
Sukuk sales. Last year, Majid Al 
Futtaim, the retail and hospitality giant 
which operates Mall of the Emirates, 
made headlines when it announced a 
Sukuk sale worth about $500 million.

Indeed, both individuals and 
corporations alike will equally benefit 
from a mode of finance that champions 
transparency, risk sharing and serves 
the real economy. 
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You take out insurance to cover 
your risks and your insurance 

company takes out reinsurance to 
cover its risks. It is that simple and 
also that complicated. The purpose of 
reinsurance is to spread a risk amongst 
a number of insurers. An insurance 
company will do this to reduce the 
likelihood of having to make a large pay 
out resulting from an insurance claim. 

Reinsurance means that one 
insurance company is purchasing 
an insurance policy from another 
insurance company – basically 
insurance for insurance companies. 
Why do they do this? Remember that 
an insurer will have issued perhaps 
tens of thousands, or even more, 
insurance policies on a variety of risks: 
car insurance, home insurance, travel 

Insurance for insurers – why reinsurance makes your insurance 
more cost-effective.

Spreading the risk, 
reducing the cost?

insurance, marine insurance, health 
cover, life insurance, etc. 

Lowering risk
Reinsurance cover simply means an 
insurance company’s overall level 
of ‘risk’ in the portfolio of policies is 
lowered. Insurance companies work 
to a set solvency margin. This bit of 
industry jargon simply means they need 
access to capital reserves, ready cash, 
to pay out on policy claims.

According to Mohammed Othman, 
the General Manager of Insurance 
House, insurers must hold money 
in reserve in order to guarantee any 
potential payout, but this is not practical, 
so the method of re-insurance is a 
mechanism that gives facilities to the 
insurers to accept potential risks by 
sharing such risks with the reinsurers. 
Thus it is possible for insurers to offer 
cover against the key risks they face, 
as a portion or all of the risk will be 
transferred to the reinsurers, which 
allows the insurers to reduce their risks 
exposure and the loss will be distributed 
among many parties. 

Spreading the risk: Even insurers face rainy days which is why they need to get insurance of their own.
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“To put it in another way, the main 
idea behind the concept of reinsurance 
is to share and spread the risk which 
gives more capacity to the insurer 
(Insurance Company) to accept more 
risk,” Othman said. 

 A recent addition to Finance House 
Group’s portfolio, Othman said that 
Insurance House uses reinsurance 
in order to offer a wide variety of 
insurance services ranging from 
personal insurance to commercial 
insurance and includes specialised 
lines of insurance, in addition to tailor-
made insurance programmes. 

The diverse range of products 
offered by Insurance House include Fire 
and Allied Peril, Engineering such as 
Contractor’s All-risk, Marine, Medical, 
Personal, Aviation, Oil and Energy, 
Property and Casualty such as Fire or 
Workmen’s Compensation, as well as 
Household insurance.

Insurance for insurers
There are various types of reinsurance 
policies available to insurers; one 
such policy is used by companies 
offering life insurance. Life insurance 
companies can be prone to substantial 
swings in profitability depending on, 
well, life. If, in one year, a smaller than 
usual number of people pass away, 
the company will be more profitable 
because it will still be earning 
insurance premiums but will have 
paid out less. In the following year, if a 
larger than average number of people 

 THE MAIN IDEA BEHIND THE 
CONCEPT OF REINSURANCE IS TO 
SHARE AND SPREAD THE RISK 
WHICH GIVES MORE CAPACITY TO THE 
INSURER (INSURANCE COMPANY) TO 
ACCEPT MORE RISK 

die, premium income goes down at the 
same time as the amount of funds paid 
out rises. Financial reinsurance policies 
smooth out this financial rollercoaster 
for insurance companies, making it 
easier for them to plan and be cost-
competitive in the policies they offer. 

Reinsurance in the GCC
Just how big is the regional market 
for reinsurance? According to recent 
figures, between 2006 and 2010, 
GCC insurance premiums expanded 
almost five times as fast as the global 
average. For 2011, total non-life and 

life insurance premiums in the GCC 
amounted to roughly $14.9 billion (AED 
54.7 billion) and may reach $18 billion 
(AED 66.1 billion) by 2013.

According to the GCC Reinsurance 
Barometer, a survey released on behalf 
of the Qatar Financial Centre, total 
estimated reinsurance market volume 
for 2011 amounted to about $5.1 billion 
($18.7 billion). The fastest growing 
segment of the market is reinsurance 
of health policies – this reflects the fact 
that in a number of countries, health 
cover has become mandatory.

For more information on products 
offered by Insurance House, go to 
www.insurancehouse.ae

Coming boom
The burst of infrastructure and 
construction spending, partly in 
response to the Arab spring, presents 
a significant opportunity for the 
insurance and reinsurance industry. 
With total premiums accounting 
for less than 1.5 per cent of GDP, 
the insurance penetration of the 
GCC region is a mere fifth of the 
global average. This massive under-
penetration, in association with 
strong economic growth, suggests 
a major potential for the region’s 
insurance markets. In addition, the 
pipeline of planned infrastructure and 
construction projects in the region 
is worth close to $1 trillion, with 
Saudi Arabia and Qatar displaying 
a continued boom and the UAE 
experiencing a strong recovery  
from the impact of the global  
financial crisis.

Further moves towards compulsory 
insurance business will continue to 
boost premium income (for example, 
healthcare in Qatar and Dubai). Also, 
the pursuit of economic diversification 
strategies by local governments and the 
resultant emergence of new insurable 
risks (such as in manufacturing) are 
considered major opportunities. 
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Dubai property trends

What are the latest developments in Dubai’s real estate market? 
Colliers International gives an overview what the numbers reveal.

Colliers’ Dubai House Price Index* 
(HPI) showed the blended average 

rate for residential property reached 
AED 11,319 m² in Q2 2012; an 11 per cent 
increase from Q1 2012 and an increase of 
12 per cent year-on-year. 

Breaking down this increase in value 
by unit type shows, year on year:
•  Apartment prices, 12 per cent increase 
•  Townhouse prices,  23 per cent increase 
•  Villa prices, 10 per cent increase

Established communities came out 
on top in terms of demand. The top 
three developments in the Colliers HPI 
that witnessed the highest year-on-year 
increase in prices were Arabian Ranches 
(33 per cent), Lakes (25 per cent), 
and Meadows (23 per cent), all well-
established residential communities with 
extensive facilities and amenities such as 
schools and community centres.

The prevailing oversupplied 
residential market has seen a downward 
trend since late 2008. However, the rental 
market is now recovering with average 
rents across the market increasing by 
seven per cent between Q1 and Q2 2012. 
The second quarter of 2012 saw average 
rents across Dubai increase for the first 
time since the economic downturn. 
However the market is still oversupplied 
with secondary grade communities 
that offer no recreational facilities and 

no social infrastructure facilities in the 
development or in close proximity. 

With supply expected to increase 
by 12 per cent since the beginning of 
2012 to reach 443,600 by 2016, sought 
after properties will be those in large 
community developments where the 
developers are established entities. 
These developments would offer social 
infrastructure in terms of leisure 
facilities, convenience retail, and 
proximity to schools and hospitals/ 
medical clinics. Colliers research also 
showed that financial institutions were 
more inclined to provide funding for 
properties in these developments. 

AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL 
SALES PRICES ACROSS DUBAI 
Dubai House Price Index: Quarterly Q1 2008 / Q2 2012

Source: Colliers International 2012
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Dubai’s office market has a number 
of distinctive features. Perhaps the 

most important is the free zone ‘cities’ 
that have in effect become business 
incubators for value-added SMEs that 
derive their business from feeding off 
these larger international corporations. 

Another distinctive feature of Dubai’s 
office market is its evolution from 
condensed Central Business Districts 
of mid-rise buildings in Deira and Bur 
Dubai into a ribbon of high-rise towers, 
specifically Sheikh Zayed Road, which 
has in turn become its own CBD.

Colliers International estimates 
existing supply of office stock in Dubai 
as of the start of 2012 reached over 5.1 
million m² and cumulative office space 
to reach reached 6.3 million m² of NLA 
by 2016, provided scheduled completion 
timelines are met. 

The oversupplied situation in Dubai’s 
office sector and the significant decrease in 
demand have led to rental rates going from 
an average of AED 1,066 per m2 in 2011 to 
about AED 1,002 per m2 per annum in 2012. 

Colliers research suggests that 
despite current market conditions, 
purpose-built quality office space in Dubai 
will continue to remain attractive for 
multinational companies, operating in the 
Middle East, due to the tax free system, 
good infrastructure and its comparative 
affordability. Another unexpected, but 
welcome, by-product of the Arab Spring 
is Dubai being viewed as a regional safe 
haven; companies looking to establish, 
consolidate or expand within the MENA 
region are once again looking at Dubai as 
their base of operations. The lower costs of 
setting up in Dubai, brought about by the 
significant savings in office rentals (falling 
some 58 per cent from their 2008 peak) 

GETTING BUSY – DUBAI’S COMMERCIAL 
SECTOR PICKS UP
Things are getting busy again in Dubai’s business world. Oversupply of office space 
(while bad for some) keeps Dubai a very cost effective option for doing business.

*Colliers’ Dubai House Price Index* (HPI) is gathered from exclusive data that Colliers in 
co-ordination with Dubai’s mortgage providers analyses from actual transaction prices.

also makes Dubai much more competitive 
than its regional rivals. A  Colliers’ recent 
study into Dubai International Financial 
Centre (DIFC) shows there is  currently 
a 98 per cent occupancy within DIFC 
owned commercial space in the Gate 
District, while occupancy within third-party 
developments under DIFC’s management 
reached 86 per cent (compared to 72 per 
cent occupancy in 2011).

Going forward, Colliers expects 
the market absorption to continue to 
improve and that the oversupply (whilst 
bad news for some) will support in 
keeping Dubai  a cost effective option as 
the regional centre for doing business 
IN and more importantly FROM. 

AVERAGE COMMERCIAL  
SALES PRICES ACROSS DUBAI
Average Office Prices Across Dubai (excluding Burj Khalifa)
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For more information, go to  
www.colliers.com
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Exercising your 
Will Power

If you live in the UAE and die without a locally recognised Will,  
the local courts will distribute your estate according to Shari’a 
law… for expats, even having a Will back in your home country 
might not prevent this. So make sure that doesn’t happen, says 
Elias Stephan, Managing Partner of Law House.

A bout two out of every three people 
who die in England and Wales die 

intestate; this means they die without 
leaving a valid Will. 

This occurs when the deceased never 
made a Will at all, cancelled their Will 
and did not make a new one, or because 
a Will that was made is invalid. 

In many other countries there are 
statutory rules (‘intestacy rules’) that 
determine who inherits your estate 
if you die without a Will. However, if 
you die in the UAE without a Will, your 
assets will be distributed in accordance 
with Islamic Shari’a law (Islamic 
Inheritance Laws).

This means things might not be done 
the way you’d like, says Elias Stephan, 
Managing Partner of Law House.

“In the west, if a man dies, his 
wife usually inherits everything. Not 
so in the UAE. Under Shari’a Law, 
inheritance favours the males in his 
family. So, if a married man dies, his 
wife will get either one quarter of his 
estate if they don’t have children or 
she’ll get one eighth of his estate if 
they do. The remainder is split amongst 
children – and sons get twice the Elias Stephan, Managing Partner of Law House
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amount of daughters. If the couple 
doesn’t have children, the remainder is 
given to second degree male heirs such 
as brothers, father, nephews.”

In addition, says Stephan, your 
family will be faced with the problem 
that your UAE-based assets may be 
frozen due to Shari’a Law and your bills 
- debts and mortgage will not die with 
you. This could leave a great deal of 
debt unpaid until your estate is finally 
dealt with by the UAE Courts based on 
Shari’a Law.

In essence, this means an expat 
wife whose husband dies a sudden 
death may find that, as well as the 
trauma of losing her husband, she is 
also stranded and broke when joint 
bank accounts are frozen. She could 
also end up homeless if mortgage 
payments are not kept up and the 
house is in her husband’s name.

It may not help that the husband 
has a Will with his home country 
lawyers, says Elias.

“According to Shari’a Law, there 
is no will for an heir, in other words, 
a rightful heir does not need a Will 
in order to claim his inheritance. So, 
if an overseas-based Will grants the 
heir less than the third of the UAE-
based estate, or whatever is normally 
his share under Shari’a, the courts 
won’t apply the Will. In other words, 
your overseas-based Will would only 
be executed as long as it does not 
contravene the distribution under 
Shari’a Law.”

Shari’a & inheritance
Before 2005, even having a Will was 
forbidden in the UAE for Muslims or 
non-Muslims, says Stephan. “The 
reasoning being that heirs do not need 
a Will; that rightful inheritance is a 
given. However, in 2005 Law Number 
28 was enacted, this meant it was 
permissible to write a Will if it gave the 
right of inheritance to a person who 
was not already an heir.”

that is a deviation from the application 
of Shari’a law and the court here would 
be obliged to apply the laws of the 
deceased’s home country. The court 
would hold itself as non competent to 
do the probate or the distribution.”

Blood money
The majority of expats are unaware that, 
as a UAE employee, they may receive a 
sizable amount of money from company 
and government payouts upon death. 

Employers may end up holding 
onshore up to three times your salary, 
when company life insurance pays out. 
In addition your company will hold your 
end of service gratuity, your last month’s 
salary and any unspent holiday pay.

In addition, if your death is caused 
by another person unintentionally or 
by accident, he or she has to pay your 
estate blood money, known locally as 
diya. This blood money is to be paid to 
the victim’s estate as compensation 
and the amount is governed by  
Shari’a law. 

When you calculate it all up, the 
money locked away in the UAE legal 
system can often amount to many 
millions of dirhams. Another reason 
to make a locally recognised Will is 
to ensure your grieving family is not 
burdened with the additional stress of 
a complicated and frustratingly lengthy 
court case. 

Today, there is a further allowance 
that means expatriate families are not 
forced to comply with Shari’a Law with 
regards to the division and inheritance 
of their estate but this is conditional 
upon having a Will prepared in the UAE 
that clearly instructs that it is the wish 
of the deceased to have his estate dealt 
with under the law of his home country.

“It’s a very simple thing,” says 
Stephan. “We advise that in any Will 
that’s made with regard to assets in 
the UAE, the best thing to do is put a 
condition in the Will that states that, in 
the event of death, the law that would 
apply to the Will would be the law of 
the home country of the deceased. This 
would negate the application of Shari’a 
law on the Will itself.

“So if a British person who has 
assets in the UAE and in Britain dies 
intestate, Shari’a law would apply to his 
estate located in the UAE while British 
law would apply to his estate in the UK 
but once there’s a condition in the Will 
of an expat that the law of the home 
country of the deceased would apply, 

For more information, go to 
www.lawhouse.ae

Professional companies such as  
Law House can advise on structuring 
your will to manage your assets. This 
involves a process that ensures the 
Will is legally recognised by your home 
country courts as well as the UAE courts.

MAKING A WILL

  ACCORDING TO SHARI’AH LAW, 
THERE IS NO WILL FOR AN HEIR,  
IN OTHER WORDS, A RIGHTFUL HEIR 
DOES NOT NEED A WILL IN ORDER  
TO CLAIM HIS INHERITANCE 
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T here’s an old Turkish proverb that 
goes, ‘Coffee should be as black as 

hell, as strong as death, and as sweet as 
love,’ which illustrates the strong feelings 
this roasted bean beverage can evoke.  

Although this proverb refers to the 
thick, dark and sweet coffee favoured in 
Turkey, the whole Middle East has had a 
long love affair with coffee; the region is in 
fact the birthplace of the modern drink. 

Cultivation of coffee bean trees 
began in Yemen and soon coffee beans 
were being traded throughout the 
Arabian Peninsula. By the end of the 
15th Century, people were roasting and 
crushing coffee beans over open fires 
before extracting them with hot water - 
modern coffee was born. 

Coffee-mania spread through the 
region. Known for its energising qualities, 
it was also thought to be an aphrodisiac. 
Coffee houses began popping up, which 
became focal points for socialising 
and doing business. The spreading of 
the coffee buzz was hugely boosted by 
pilgrims to the city of Mecca.

Coffee quickly integrated itself into 

The art of Arabic coffee

Just a hot drink? Oh no, Arabic coffee is woven through the culture and 
history of the region and is an integral part of life in the Middle East.

traditional life in Arabia. The daily routine 
was morning prayers then the preparation 
of coffee – traditionally done by housewives 
who would roast and crush the beans. 

All about the bean
In the UAE, the love of coffee can be 
seen in the very architecture of the cities 
where enormous coffee pots (dallah) 
stand at the centre of roundabouts. Let’s 
not forget the coffee pot pictured on 
the one dirham coin – a sure sign of its 
cultural importance and a nice reminder 
that coffee beans were once currency.

A cup of coffee in the Middle East 
takes many different forms. Although they 
all loosely fall under the umbrella ‘Arabic 
coffee’, there are differences between 
the coffee served in Turkey, Saudi Arabia, 
Lebanon and the UAE.

The difference is in the coffee beans 
and how they impact colour and flavour. 
For example, in Lebanon and Syria, dark 
roasted coffee beans are used whereas in 
the Gulf, lightly roasted coffee beans are 
prepared with cardamom pods, cloves, 
saffron and rosewater. 

3 cups water
3 Tablespoons Arabic coffee,       
coarsely ground
1 tablespoon cardamom (or to taste)      
either ground or crushed in a mortar
5-6 whole cloves (optional)
½ teaspoon saffron (optional)
1½ teaspoon rose water (optional)

Method
1.  Bring water to boil in a dallah, 

saucepan, or long-handled 
coffee pot.

2.  At boiling point, add the ground 
coffee. Boil for 10 to 12 minutes.

3.  Add crushed cardamom and 
cloves. Stir once and boil for 
another five minutes.

5.  Remove coffee from heat, cover 
and let coffee grounds settle to the 
bottom for a minute. Do not stir.

6.  Add the rose water and saffron 
to a (pre-heated) thermos flask. 
Strain and pour the steaming 
coffee into the flask.

7.  Steep for 5 to 10 minutes before 
serving with something sweet 
like dates.

PREPARING 
ARABIC COFFEE

For more information on Arabic food 
and drink, go to www.arabicbites.
blogspot.com and www.arabiczeal.com
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Back in 1997, Indian expat Mohamed 
Kabeer managed Club Cinema 

in Al Ain. With more than 35 years of 
cinema exhibition experience under 
his belt, Kabeer’s aim was to give Al 
Ain movie lovers an exceptional and 
modern cinema experience. So he 
refurbished and modernised the 800-
seat cinema in 2004, and a new player 
in the entertainment arena was born.

In 2007, Kabeer turned his passion 
into a company and formed Oscar 
Cinema LLC. In that same year, an 
EMKE Group Company called Line 
Investment & Property (LIP) selected 
Oscar Cinema to establish multiplex 
theatres within their new projects in 
Abu Dhabi and expansion of this new 
cinema initiative began in earnest.

Double bill
The first stage of this expansion was Al 
Raha Cinema, a twin-screen multiplex 
at Al Raha Mall in Abu Dhabi. That 
cinema quickly proved to be so popular 
that a third screen was added in 2012 to 
meet demand.

After Al Raha Cinema came the 
five-screen multiplex at Al Foah Mall 
in Al Ain. However, it’s the latest news 
that will really see Oscar Cinema 
establish itself as a major force 
within the region’s entertainment 
industry, namely, the ambitious plan 

The success  
of Oscar Cinema 

The locally-owned Oscar Cinema is a shining star in the region’s 
entertainment industry.
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 OUR CO-OPERATION WITH OSCAR CINEMA WILL BRING ADDED VALUE TO OUR 
BUSINESS PORTFOLIO, AND FURTHER DIVERSIFY THE BUSINESS SECTORS THAT 
WE ARE INVOLVED IN 

now underway to build a nine-screen 
multiplex at Al Wahda Mall in Abu 
Dhabi. It is scheduled to be opened to 
the public by the end of January 2013.

This new Al Wahda cinema seats 
1,500 people in a state-of-the-art 
compound that’s expected to be a 
leading cinema complex in Abu Dhabi, 
fulfilling the multi-cultural high 
demand for movie entertainment in the 
UAE capital. 

This latest project has been made 
possible through funding from  

Finance House with the signing in 
September of a medium term loan to 
fund the expansion of Oscar Cinema 
under the name of Al Wahda Cinema, at 
the new extension of Al Wahda Mall.

Allegiances
Mohamed Kabeer, Managing Director 
of Oscar Cinema, said: “The proposed 
alliance with Finance House will help 
Oscar Cinema to establish its flagship 
in Al Wahda Mall cinema complex and 
deliver entertainment of high standard 

to the residents of Abu Dhabi. This 
association will also support us in our 
future expansion plans in the UAE.”

Commenting on the new 
co-operation, Tariq Ajaz, Head of 
Corporate and Commercial Finance at 
Finance House, said: “Our co-operation 
with Oscar Cinema will bring added 
value to our business portfolio, and 
further diversify the business sectors 
that we are involved in. We are sure 
that this expansion in Al Wahda 
Mall, that is considered one of the 
leading malls in the city, will serve the 
strategic expansion of Oscar Cinema 
in Abu Dhabi. We are confident that 
this cooperation will be a fruitful and 
remarkable one for both parties.” 
Al Wahda Mall is one of the leading 
shopping malls in Abu Dhabi. Managed 
by EMKE group, the extension is 
expected to double the mall capacity and 
visitor footfall. More than 250 new stores 
were added to the mall in mid 2012 as 
part of the expansion plan. 

Movie time: The concession stand and main lobby of the latest Oscar Cinema in Al Wahda Mall.
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Events Calendar Upcoming events in the UAE to put in your diary…

3 January to 3 February, Dubai 
Shopping Festival (DFS) 2013 
The 32-day, DFS extravaganza of shopping, 
winning plus events and activities from 
international concerts, musicals and shows, 
to sports and fashion events. 
Venue: Multiple across Dubai

www.dubaievents.ae

15-17 January, World Future Energy 
Summit 2013
Part of Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week, the 
World Future Energy Summit (WFES) 2013 
gathers global leaders in policy, technology 
and business to shape the future of renewable 
energy. WFES 2013 will be held in conjunction 

with the International Water Summit - focusing on the challenges in 
arid environments. 
Venue: Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Center
www.worldfutureenergysummit.com

17-20 January, Abu Dhabi Golf 
Championship 2013
Watch the world’s best players at Abu 
Dhabi Golf Club and join the off course 
action at the Championship Village, 
featuring attractions, prizes, games, 

competitions, and live performances.  
Venue: Abu Dhabi Golf Club
www.abudhabigolfchampionship.com

28 January to 3 February,  
The Omega Dubai Desert Classic 
A PGA European Tour event with a $2.5 million prize pool that 
attracts the biggest names in golf. Previous winners include Tiger 
Woods, Ernie Els and Northern Ireland’s Rory McIlroy, the youngest 
ever winner at age 19 when he won in 2009. 
Venue: Emirates Golf Club’s Majlis Course 
www.dubaidesertclassic.com

30 January to 2 February, World 
Discovery Fest 2013
Offers multiple travel, holiday and lifestyle 
destinations for leisure, sport, education, 
adventure or shopping on a weekend getaway 

or an annual vacation.
Venue: Dubai International Marine Club (Mina Seyahi)
www.worlddiscoveryexpo.com

31 January to 2 February,  
Big Boys Toys UAE 2013
A premier luxury consumer lifestyle 
experience and the latest technologies in high 
impact entertainment, Big Boys Toys features 
adventure, aviation, digital, drive, fashion, 

lifestyle, marine, off road, ride, and wellness; showcasing the very 
latest, biggest or fastest products. AED 100 general admission. 
Venue: Atlantis The Palm, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
www.bigboystoysuae.com

5-20 February, Gourmet Abu 
Dhabi 2013
Enjoy a masterful collection of culinary 
arts, at Abu Dhabi’s finest dining venues. 
Venue: Several around Abu Dhabi
www.gourmetabudhabi.ae

18-20 February, Middle East 
Trade Finance Week
Middle East Trade Finance Week 
incorporates the 10th Annual Middle 
East Trade & Export Finance Conference 
alongside various stream sessions, 
roundtables and networking events.

Venue: Jumeirah Emirates Towers
www.exportagroup.com

18 February to 2 March, 
Dubai Duty Free Tennis 
Championships 2013
Top international tennis players take 
part in the Dubai Duty Free Tennis 
Championships. 
Venue: The Aviation Club

www.dubaidutyfreetennischampionships.com

4-5 March, Diversified Asset Show (DASH)
DASH Middle East 2013 is the leading event for SWFs, single 
and multi-family offices, pension funds and the local asset 
management industry.
Venue: Jumeirah Beach Hotel – Dubai
www.terrapinn.com/dashme

5-9 March, Dubai International 
Boat Show
Showcasing yachts, supercars, equipment 
and supplies from both local and 
international builders together with the 
latest innovations in marine industry.

Venue: Dubai International Marine Club, Mina Seyahi
www.boatshowdubai.com
 

2-6 April, Abu Dhabi Electronics 
Shopper & IT 2013
ADE Shopper 2013 showcases the 
hottest gadgets and the latest 
technology, communication and 
entertainment products that the 
electronics world has to offer. 

Venue: Hall 8, ADNEC
www.adeshopper.ae

10 April, 10th Leading CEO Conference
Regional and global experts discuss the wide range of issues 
concerning today’s CEOs, including growth and success 
strategies and how to address the emerging business 
challenges and opportunities.
Venue: Burj Al Arab, Dubai
www.datamatrixgroup.com
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The lighter side
It’s good to end things with a smile.

A British policeman told his colleagues to be prepared 
to give him back up as he went off to investigate a 
‘suspicious bright light’ shining from the other side  
of the hills.

His fellow constables remained on alert, ready to 
come to the policeman’s aid, while he searched for the 
source of the suspicious light, an in-house magazine for 
the police reported.

But 20 minutes later the police constable (PC) 
reported in to his sergeant with the news that everything 
was ok and that he had found the source of the light.

This diligent PC had in fact discovered the moon. The hapless constable’s mistake 
has now been revealed to all 132,000 police rank-and-file officers in England and Wales 
who receive the in-house police magazine.

UK policeman investigates ‘suspicious’ moon 

Just when you thought we’d seen 
everything in the world of car customising, 
along comes eyelashes for cars. That’s 
right, car lovers can now give their 
precious vehicles a cute and feminine new 
look with long and curled carlashes.

UAE residents can  
now get eyelashes 
for their cars

A Norwegian family has hit the jackpot not once but three 
times, after winning millions of euros on three separate 
occasions within the space of only a few years.

Recently, Tord Oksnes became a millionaire at the age of 
19 after winning 12.2 million kroner (more than 1.6 million 
euros or $2.1 million) on Norway’s national lottery. 

In doing so he became part of a lucrative family 
tradition that has seen his 26 year-old sister, Hege 
Jeanette, collect 8.2 million kroner in 2010, only 
four years after their 58 year-old father Leif won 4.1 
million kroner on the same lottery.

In a bizarre coincidence, the lucky numbers were 
drawn every time Hege Jeanette was pregnant or 
had just given birth.

Three times lucky for Norwegian millionaire family

A pumpkin weighing 2,009 pounds 
(911kg) has set a new world record.

US man Ron Wallace of Rhode 
Island took home $15,500 in prize 
money when his weighty vegetable 
won the Giant Pumpkin Weigh-Off 
at a local fair in Massachusetts.

The just-shy-of-one-tonne wonder 
breaks the previous Guinness World 
Record for heaviest pumpkin of 1,810.5 
pounds (821kg) set in October 2010.

Police trace owner  
of lost finger found  
in a fish

Man wins 
$15,500 
with giant 
pumpkin

A human finger found inside a fish has 
been traced to a man who lost it in a 
boating accident months earlier.

A fisherman in the US was gutting a 
trout he had just caught in Priest Lake, 
Idaho when he found the finger inside the 
fish. He put it on ice and called the police.

Detectives took a fingerprint and 
matched it to Haans Galassi, 31, from 
the neighbouring state of Washington.

It turned out that Galassi lost four 
fingers after a tow-wire on a speed boat 
became wrapped around his hand in June 
when he had gone wakeboarding in the 
same lake where the fish was caught. 

He recalled: ‘I pulled my hand out of the 
water and it had pretty much 
lopped off all four fingers. It 
was a lot of flesh and bone, 
not a lot of blood'. 

The fish was caught 
about eight miles from 
where Galassi lost  
his fingers. 

The police offered 
to return the finger 
but Galassi declined.




